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Introduction
The basis of this study is an expansion of the Collatz conjecture. "The Collatz conjecture can be summarized as follows. Take any positive integer n. If n is even, divide it by 2 to get n / 2. If n is odd, multiply it by 3 and add 1 to obtain 3n + 1. Repeat the process indefinitely. The conjecture is that no matter what number you start with, you will always eventually reach 1." [1] For each expansion it is possible to assign a specific structure. The structures in turn can be identified by specific matrices, and these matrices have a relation to prime numbers (Collatz matrix conjecture). Furthermore, it can be shown that there is a special relation between matrices and Mersenne prime numbers (Kaiser's conjecture).
First of all in Chapter 2, i will expand the Collatzalgorithm and define a general form of a matrix based on these Collatzalgorithms. This so-called Collatz tree matrix can be identified by other special matrices (The Collatz matrices), i will define in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 it can be shown how the Collatz matrices deliver a necessary criterion for prime numbers (Collatz matrix conjecture), and Chapter 5 contains a conjecture about Collatz matrices and Mersenne prime numbers (Kaiser's conjecture).
The definitions of Chapter 2 (2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4) are already well known to the "Collatz community". For further Informaton see: [2, 3] . All other definitions and conjectures were found by my own, if not explicitly advertised.
2 The Collatz tree matrix
Expansion of the Collatz algorithm
First i will expand the Collatzalgorithm.
f (n) = n/2, if n is even 3n + 1, if n is odd
with respect to a f a (n) = n/2, if n is even an + 1, if n is odd (2) D = {a|a = 2n + 1, n ∈ N 0 } The general form of the Collatz tree matrix of f a (n) looks like that:
The Collatz tree matrix
Collatz tree matrix of algorithm f a (n):
Let us have a look at the first three Collatz tree matrices:
Collatz tree matrix of f 3 (n): 
Collatz tree matrix of f 5 (n): 
Collatz tree matrix of f 7 (n): 
Knot numbers
Definition 2.2 Knot numbers Each Collatz tree matrix has knot numbers. They are even and result from the specific odd operation. Each knot number appears two times. One time they are listed in the first knot column of the Collatz tree matrix and the other time they appear right of the odd column. If a knot number appears two times in the same row, then there is a cycle. [2, 3] As can be seen each Collatz tree matrix has his own specific knot number pattern (red numbers):
Unbranched rows

Definition 2.3 Unbranched rows
Each Collatz tree matrix has unbranched rows. Such a row has only one knot number. [2, 3] They look like that (blue rows):
Perfect knot numbers
Definition 2.4 Perfect knot numbers
Perfect knot numbers are rooted in unbranched rows. [2, 3] Let us have a look at the perfect knot numbers (frameboxed numbers) of the Collatz tree matrix of f 3 (n): 
The Collatz matrix
The three Collatz matrices
With these knot numbers, unbranched rows and perfect knot numbers each Collatz tree matrix can be identified by three Collatz matrices i will define in the next sections. They are called Standard Collatz matrix, Little Collatz matrix and Big Collatz matrix.
The standard Collatz matrix
Definition 3.1 The standard Collatz matrix Each Collatz tree matrix can be identified by a specific standard Collatzmatrix. The standard Collatz matrix is the area (of the Collatz tree matrix), whose structure (pattern of knot numbers and unbranched rows) repeats. a 11 of the standard Collatz matrix is always 2b 1 of the general Collatz tree matrix. The number of rows of a standard Collatz matrix (of the Collatz tree matrix) of algorithm f a (n) is always a. The number of columns depends on the first knot number in the first row. In other words: a 1n of the standard Collatz matrix is always the first knot number of that row.
The number of rows m C is in the following relationship to the number of columns n C :
The first three standard Collatz matrices are: 
Little Collatz matrix
The Collatz tree matrix of f 5 (n) has the little Collatz matrix:
Little collatz matrix 2 x 1:
The Collatz tree matrix of f 23 (n) has the little Collatz matrix:
Little Collatz matrix 2 x 3: 2 4 8 6 12 24
The little Collatz matrix is related to Collatz matrix like this : The big Collatz matrix of f 3 (n) with the perfect knot numbers (frameboxed numbers):
Big Collatz matrix 9 x 6 2  4  8  16  32  64  6  12  24  48  96  192  10  20  40  80  160 320  14  28  56  112 224 448  18  36  72  144 288 576  22  44  88  176 352 704  26  52  104 208 416 832  30  60  120 240 480 960  34  68  136 272 544 1088
The m-and n-values of the big Collatz matrix are given by that: 
Symmetries and structures
When comparing the standard Collatz matrices i have found the following properties:
Each column of a standard Collatz matrix has exactly one knot number.
The first row of each standard Collatz matrix is never unbranched.
The Value n is always smaller than m. There are no m x m matrices.
Each standard Collatz matrix has a kind of mirror axis (the middle row of the matrix which is always unbranched ) to which I find the following 5 main symmetries:
SM: Singlematrix UM: Uppermatrix MM: Mirrormatrix IMM: Inverted mirrormatrix USM: Unsymmetrical matrix
The standard Collatzmatrix 11 x 10 as example for a singlematrix. Singlematrix means that there is only one unbranched row in the middle: 
The standard Collatzmatrix 31 x 5 as Example for an uppermatrix. Uppermatrix means that every row above the middle axis is unbranched with the exception of the first row: 
The standard Collatzmatrix 17 x 8 as a mirrormatrix. It means that the property (branched or unbranched) of each row is mirrored to the other side of the axis. For example: If the second row below the axis is unbranched then the second row above the axis is also unbranched: 
The standard Collatzmatrix 23 x 11 as an inverted mirrormatrix. The contrary of a mirrormatrix is the inverted mirrormatrix. If the second row below the axis is unbranched then the second row above the matrix is not unbranched: 
And finally the standard Collatzmatrix 21 x 6 as an seemingly unsymmetrical matrix: Table 1 is a summary of the first symmetries and matrices. It can be seen that there are integer sequences (A003602, A001511, A005408, A002326).
[4] As can be seen in Table 2 all primes are classified by rank in the right column. In Table 3 the frequency of this rank 1-18 is listed. 
Rank and symmetry
With the rank of a prime it is possible to make propositions about the symmetry of the Collatz matrices:
Singlematrix:
Each Collatz matrix with the rank 1 are singlematrices.
Inverted mirrormatrix:
Each Collatz matrix with the rank 2 and an odd n-value of the Collatzmatrix are inverted mirrormatrices.
Uppermatrices:
Each Collatz matrix with 1 as an m-value of the little Collatzmatrix are uppermatrices. 
Kaisers conjecture
When comparing Collatz matrices with Mersenne prime exponents the following context can be seen:
Conjecture 2. Kaiser's conjecture The exponent n of a Mersenne prime of the form 2 n − 1 has to be singular. Singular means that it exists only one Collatz matrix with this exponent n as n-value n C .
For example:
There is one Collatz matrix with the value n C = 3. It is 7x3...
There is one Collatz matrix with the value n C = 5. It is 31x5...
There is one Collatz matrix with the value n C = 7. It is 127x7...
But there are 3 Collatzmatrices with the value n C = 11! These Collatz matrices are 23x11,89x11 and 2047x11. So 11 is not a Mersenne prime exponent. In Table 5 you can see the frequency of the n-values n C 1-19 for Collatz matrices up to the Collatz matrix 1.999.999 x 6440.
Summary
I have come to the conclusion that there is a deep relationship between the Collatz matrices and primes . As can be seen there is a way to test Mersenne primes theoreticaly. Furthermore, there are many structures and symmetries to find in these Collatz matrices.
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